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 One of the methods that can be used to detect the attendance is hand gesture 

detection. This research aims to detect hand gestures made by the employees 

to ensure whether they really come to work or not. This research make  the 

chance for manipulation using photo or fake GPS is quite small. For the 

purpose of hand gesture recognition, this study utilized Local Binary Pattern 

Histogram algorithm. The hand gesture image was first taken using a 

raspberry pi camera and then processed by the device to examine whether it 

matches the registered ID or not. The results showed that ID recognition by 

using hand gestures is detectable. The number recognition in hand gestures 

includes numbers 1 to 10. The test results showed that for 5 trials, the average 

time required for reading hand gestures using a laptop was 9.2 seconds, while 

that of using raspberry was 14.2 seconds. The results of this research show 

that the system has not been able to distinguish which hand is read first, so 

numbers that have the same number are considered the same, such as 81 and 

18. So, the motion reading using a raspberry takes longer than that of using a 

laptop because the laptop's performance is higher than that of a raspberry and 

system cannot distinguish between numbers consisting of the same number. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Recording attendance is an activity carried out daily by people who work either in private companies or 

state companies (i.e. civil servants). Currently, collecting the attendance of state civil servants is done by using 

employee selfie photos and GPS detection in their cellphone. However, attendance detection using these two 

methods still can be easily manipulated by leaving a special cellphone for attendance at the work location and 

using a previously printed photo for the selfie one. Therefore, to ensure that the employee comes to work and 

stands by on location, motion or gesture recognition feature is highly required. This gesture recognition will 

help distinguish whether the employee is actually onsite or just using a photo. Gestures that can be used are 

hand gestures. Hand gesture is the most popular gesture which detects hand movement [1]. Due to the 

advancement of technology, hand gesture recognition do not require special devices [2]. Hand gestures can 

help overcome difficulties and make the human’s tasks become easier [3]. Hand gestures are widely used for 

non-verbal communication such as medical applications, robot control, and human-computer interaction (HCI) 

[4]. In human-computer interaction (HCI), hand gestures are a field that can be explored more [5]. The hand 

gestures used are representative of the ID of each employee. Each finger represents its own ID; thus, 10 fingers 

in humans indicate 10 IDs. 
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Several studies related to hand gestures have been carried out, including research that investigate hand 

gestures for sign language using 3DCNN for its recognition [6]. The hand gestures for human-robot interaction 

(HRI) was also investigated [7]. In this research, there were 15 variations of hand gestures, of which 9 

variations were used to indicate numbers 1 to 9 and the other variants were punch, span, horizontal, collab, 

xSign, and TimeOut. Hand gestures were also used in smart dolls as assistants when telling stories to children 

[8]. This study utilized 3 types of gesture sets, namely the basic single-hand gesture which has 7 gesture 

patterns, the second type, the advanced sing-hand gesture set, which has 7 gesture patterns, and the navigation 

gesture set which has 8 gesture patterns. The use of hand gestures was also used for elderly care [9].This study 

involved a kinect sensor and used 5 types of gestures where the average accuracy of recognizing the five 

gestures was 95.53%, and the average error in recognizing the type of gesture was 4.47%. Hand gestures was 

also used for video annotation [10]. The method used was the KNN method, using 20 types of gestures. The 

results showed that by using the KNN method the average recognition rate was 97%. Hand gesture recognition 

was also employed to control household appliances remotely [11]. This study used an accelerometer and 

gyroscope found on mobile phones to control home appliances remotely. 

Based on the review on the previous works explained above, hand gestures for recording attendance still 

require further explorations. Hand gesture used to complement the face detection system for attendance has 

been done in research [12] and research [13]. In previous research, no one has combined face detection with 

hand gesture using the Haar Cascade and Local Binary Pattern Histogram. The algorithms used in this research 

are Haar Cascade and Local Binary Pattern Histogram. Hand gestures are expected to ensure that employees 

are really present at the workplace. The purpose of this study is to build a system that can detect faces followed 

by hand gesture detection to determine the attedance of employees who are actually present at work and to 

minimize fraud by employees 

 

2. METHODS  

The methods used in this research are face detection and hand gesture recognition. The input, process, 

and output of face recognition can be seen in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the Input, Process, and Output of Face Recognition  

 

From Fig. 1 shows the input, process and output diagram of face recognition detection. The input in this 

research was the face image to be tested, while the process involved a computer and a raspberry. On its use, 

the computer requires no additional internet connection to process the face detection, while a raspberry needs 

a wifi or internet connection. The output was facial recognition data according to the previous training data. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of Input, Process, and Output Hand Gesture Detection 
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Form Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the input, process and output of hand motion detection. The input in this study 

was the images of the user's hand gestures, and the process utilized a computer and a raspberry. The output 

was hand gesture data that has been previously set. In this study, to detect face and hand movements, the Haar 

Cascade algorithm and Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH) were used. 

LBPH has been used in several studies to detect faces in real time as was done in studies  of [14][15]. 

Haar Cascade for face detection has also been utilized in several studies including research conducted by 

[16][17][18].  LBPH is an algorithm that is often used to detect faces (face recognition). A study comparing 

several algorithms in detecting faces showed that the use of the LBPH algorithm has advantages over the other 

2 algorithms compared, in which LBPH produced an accuracy of 40% and 95% of the existing data set [19]. 

LBPH can also serve function as a classifier of high-speed patterns, and the results indicated that the system 

built can recognize the 1.12μs class, and is 33% faster than the other pattern classification system [20]. LBPH 

was also employed to recognize facial expressions such as angry, happy, surprised, disgusted, sad, neutral and 

afraid in the Multimedia Understanding Group (MUG) and the Japanese Female Facial Expression Database 

(JAFFE) [21].                                                                                                                                          

Moreover, Haar Cascade in digital image processing has also been widely used, including  in the research 

that seeks to detect traffic violations that occur at the zebra cross traffic light [22]. Haar cascade was used to in 

image indexing research whose results showed that the algorithm was able to retrieve and display images with 

high retrieval accuracy and moderate relevance [23]. Haar Cascade was also used to detect faces that used 

masks. To be specific, Haar Cacade was used to detect faces, while YOLO 3 was utilized to detect masks. The 

results indicated that the system obtained 90.1% accuracy [24]. Haar cascade was also applied to control the 

smart traffic light prototype. In this study, the image was divided into 2, namely positive and negative images. 

The positive images contained images with the object of a 4-wheeled vehicle, while the negative images 

consisted of images of the vehicle sign. The large number of vehicles will affect the duration of the traffic signs 

[25].  

 

2.1. Research Procedures 

This research utilized two hardware devices, namely Computer and Raspberry. Raspberry Pi was used to 

implement artificial vision [26]. Data that were previously processed and trained in the computer were then 

uploaded to Raspberry. Raspberry was involved in order to save space since it can function as a computer 

replacement. The use of Raspberry can help reduce costs, simplify the process, and is easy and fun to learn and 

use [27]. Moreover, this present study applied two algorithms to perform face recognition and hand motion 

detection. In regard to the images processing, the images were divided into two, namely training data and test 

data.  The training data were obtained by taking pictures several times so that the computer recognized the 

person. Meanwhile, the test data were gathered at the time of testing in which a person's image was given 

directly to check whether the computer recognized that person was the same person or not. In analyzing the 

data, there were 3 levels of stages; low level processing, intermediate level processing, and high level 

processing. The stages of this research were explained as follow: 

1) Low level processing 

a. Image acquisition: the process of acquiring the objects in the form of faces and finger movements in 

real time  

b. Pre-processing : 

1. Grayscale: changes the color of the original image to gray. This process was carried out when 

taking the image for the registration process. The images that have been trained were then 

converted into images with gray or grayscale color. Grayscale images allow having their pixel 

gray levels decomposed into bit fields which are then compressed [28]. 

2. Thresholding: a process of changing the value of a color or gray image into a binary image. 

Thresholding is one of the simplest segmentation methods, in which it has fewer iterations and 

the calculation is direct, compared to other techniques [29]. The purpose of the Thresholding 

process is to separate the image into two parts based on a predetermined threshold value. The 

thresholding process will change the pixel value of the gray image to a value of 0 (black) or a 

value of 255 (white) following the specified threshold value. The most widely used method that 

is able to extract changes and information that do not change is probably thresholding [30]. 

3. Active Contour: edge detection process on hand motion objects. This process will give a green 

line on each edge of the hand; thus, it will distinguish objects that are detected and those that are 

not. At this time active contour is a segmentation method that has been widely used in object 

extraction from remote sensing images [31]. 
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4. Convex Hull: the outermost points on the contour. Convex Hull is a process that is required to 

help computers analyze those related to human skin color. In other words, it observes interaction 

in human hands [32]. Convex hull lines if connected will surround the contour, making all 

contour points be in the convex hull area. The use of the convex hull facilitates the 

implementation of algorithms with the aim of visualizing the tangent area, and reducing 

dimensions [33]. The convex hull is the smallest convez that contains the sample [34]. 

5. Convexity Defects: the areas between the convex-hull line and the contour line. Convexity 

defects give the value of each defect in vector form. This vector contains the starting and ending 

points of the defects line in the convex hull. These points represent the indices of the contour 

point coordinates. Convexity defects enables the program to recognize the movement and shape 

of the hands easily. Convexity is a feature of an image which  at a time this image may only 

contain the contours of the hand. In other words, convexity contains the minimal features needed 

to describe the hand [35]. 

2) Intermediate level processing 

a. Segmentation: This stage aims to divide the image into several main parts that contain important 

information about the object. The segmentation method was carried out by first preprocessing the 

image and then selecting the pixel with the lowest gray value as a seed that will grow certain elements 

[36]. At this stage, the haar cascade classifier method was used to detect objects when the camera was 

taking real-time images. The input images in the form of faces, mouths, eyes were extracted using 

Harr Cascade, and then Sobel was used to obtain characteristic values [37]. 

b. Image Representation and Description: In this case, feature extraction and selection will be carried 

out on an area that represents an equation that can distinguish classes of image objects. At this stage, 

the LBPH method was used through which the image matching process between the image that has 

been learned and the image taken by the camera in real time were carried out. LBPH is a very simple 

and efficient texture operator [38]. 

3) High level processing 

Image recognition and interpretation: an image classification process in which the captured image 

matches with  the trained image. Image classification is used to classify images into different categories 

[39]. Image classification has the aim of identifying the features contained in the image and then labeling 

it based on the identified features [40]. 

 
2.2. Flowchart  

The flowchart of the system is show in Fig. 3  which is an image of the entire system. The system begins 

by creating training data for faces detection and then training data for hand gesture. After the training data is 

created, a test is carried out using a computer. After the test using a computer, the training data and program 

are uploaded to the Raspberry pi. The final stage is to evaluate the system. 

Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a facial and hand gesture recognition system using a computer and raspberry. In 

Fig. 4 is a flowchart of face and hand gesture recognition. The first input to the system is the face image of the 

user. If the face image is not recognized, then the face can be registered first. However, if the face image is 

recognized, a face detection process will be carried out to identify whose face is in the image. Once the latter 

is done, the next step is to input hand gestures following the hand movement code that has been previously set. 

If the hand gesture code can be recognized, the user’s ID and the hand movement code will appear. However, 

if the code cannot be detected and read, then the data will be blank. 

 

2.3. Testing 

The testing in this study was divided into 2 stages. The first stage was facial recognition testing which 

has been undergoing the training data. The training data used 20 photos of each person. 

Can seen in Table 1 showed 5 training data. For each training data, 5 samples were selected from the 

minimum of 20 samples that has previously been taken for each training data. Taking some samples for each 

training data was conducted so that the computer can recognize a person based on several sides of the face. By 

this way, if at the time of testing there is a different side, the computer can still recognize that person. 

Meanwhile, the hand gesture recognition was carried out by using the pre-existing libraries. The fingers 

used were the fingers of both right and left hands. The fingers on the right hand show the numbers of 0 to 5, 

while those of on the left hand indicate the numbers of 6-10. The following are the codes of hand gesture 

recognition as shown by Table 2. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart system 

 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of Face and Hand Motion 

Detection 

 

Table 1. Training data sample on 5 training data 

No. User  Samples of Training Data 

1 1. 

     

2 2. 

     

3 3. 
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No. User  Samples of Training Data 

4 4. 

     

5 5. 

     

 

Table 2. Hand gesture codes 

No. Hand Gesture Codes 

0 

 

1 

 

2 
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No. Hand Gesture Codes 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 
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No. Hand Gesture Codes 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1. Results 

The previous study of Abha Thakral’s; Akshat Vohra’s, studies which showed that lighting when taking 

training data and test data became one of the determining factors in obtaining accurate analysis in decision 
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making process [41]. In this study, the testing was carried out by using 5 test parameters, namely facial 

expressions, eye contact, lighting, face angles, and user photos to determine the effect of these parameters on 

the readibility of face detection. The results showed that lighting is one of the factors that influences whether 

the system can recognize faces and hand gesture symbols. 

It can be seen in the Table 3 showed that the four parameters have effects on the readability of the user 

ID that has been previously trained. If the facial expression, eye contact, lighting, and face angle are already 

present in the training data or at least close to the training data, then the face in the test data can be recognized. 

However, if these four parameters are not present in the training data, then the face will not be recognized. To 

test the recognition speed, a test using a stopwatch was carried out. It was done to determine the time required 

for registration, and faces and hand movement recognition. 

 

Table 3. Test parameters 
User ID Facial expression Eye Contact Lighting Face angles User picture 

1. Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Unrecognized 

2. Have an effect  Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Unrecognized 

3. Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Unrecognized 

4. Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Unrecognized 

5. Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect Have an effect 

Recognized on the distance <= 10 

cm 

 

From Table 4,  it can be seen that the fastest time of the 3 phases is the time for face recognition, while 

the longest time is in the hand gesture recognition phase. It is shown in Table 5 that by using raspberry, the 

fastest time of the 3 phases is the time for face recognition, while the longest time is in the hand gesture 

recognition phase. If the average time required for registration using a raspberry and computer was compared, 

then raspberry outscored the computer in which it has the fastest time. However, for the hand gesture 

recognition, the raspberry took a longer time than the computer.  

 

Table 4. Time required to register and detect the faces and hand movements using Laptop 
User ID Register Face Recognition Hand gesture detection 

1. 5 second 0.37 second 15 second 

2. 6 second 0.31 second 10 second 

3. 4 second 0.44 second 6 second 

4. 4 second 0.15 second 5 second 

5. 7 second 0.54 second 10 second 

Average 5.2 second 0.362 second 9.2 second 

 

Table 5. Time required to register and detect face and hand movements using Raspberry Pi 
User ID Register Face Recognition Hand Gesture Detection 

1. 4 second 0.17 second 22 second 

2. 4 second 0.15 second 10 second 

3. 4 second 0.44 second 6 second 

4. 3 second 0.18 second 10 second 

5. 4 second 0.12 second 20 second 

Average 3.8 second 0.212 second 13.6 second 

 

Hand gestures with the same hand that cannot be read. For example, it happened in number 11 which 

consists of 2 numbers that are both on the right hand finger. Likewise, if both numbers are on the left, for 

example the number 69, then the system cannot read the number. The system also cannot recognize the 

difference in numbers, for example 18 and 81. The system will read hand movements after the right and left 

fingers are in the frame; thus the system will only read the same pattern, not for the opposite number. 

It can be seen in the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 showed that the readability results of the system are the same, 

namely 18, although the hand movement in Fig. 5 was done by raising the hand with code 1 on the right finger, 

and raising the hand movement with code 8 on the left finger. Despite different method in Fig. 6 in which the 

process was done by raising the hand with code 8 on the left finger and then raising code 1 using the right hand, 

the same legibility, which is 18, was achieved. Previous research can only represent 1 digit numbers [8], 

whereas in this research can represent 2 digit numbers.  
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Fig. 5. Hand gestures for number 18 

 

 
Fig. 6. Hand gestures for number 81 

 

3.2. Discussion 

This research has several shortcomings that can be further developed, including how to get the hand 

gesture code where the system can read the code sequentially, not simultaneously. In this study, the hand 

gesture code can be read if the code is on two different sides and not sequential. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The results of the study indicate that face can be recognized properly if the previously measured 

parameters are already included in the training data. If these parameters are not contained in the training data, 

the recognition during the testing are difficult to be done. Additional parameters tested in this study were facial 

expression, eye contact, lighting, and face angle. The addition of training data can help overcome this issue. It 

is not possible to determine whether the system can detect a person from just a photo or not. Of the 5 users 

who experimented with the photos, 4 user photos could not help identify whether the photo was a user or not. 

The results of the hand gesture test show that the hand gesture code can be recognized if both sides of the 

hand gesture are within the specified frame. In this study, the code for hand gestures with consecutive hand 
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movements from the same finger side, either the left or the right side, cannot be read. Likewise, the same thing 

cannot happen for consecutive hand movements that start with the right hand first and then the left hand, or 

vice versa. The hand gestures are still considered the same as two numbers because the reading of the code for 

the hand gestures is the same. 

In addition, for registration and face recognition, raspberry actually recognizes faster than the computer. 

However, for reading the hand gesture codes, the computer is actually faster than raspberry.  The data uploaded 

to the raspberry are the ones that were previously processed on the computer; therefore, when they are on the 

raspberry, they are read based on how they have previously been tested on the computer making the raspberry 

take a quicker time to read. However, for hand gesture where higher image processing is required, the computer 

is faster than raspberries. This is natural because the raspberry, which is a small computer, has to perform two 

tasks, namely reading based on the existing data and recognizing which hand movement images are used. 

Raspberry will certainly experience delays than the actual computer. 

Further research can be developed by adding the number of digits that can be read in one frame (such as 

3 digits), then the system can also read digit numbers which are done sequentially. Further research can also 

be carried out by looking for better image processing methods for hand motion detection. In addition, a 

technique is needed so that the Raspberry Pi can detect faces and hand gesture faster 
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